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Building on the launch of an early prototype at Balance Unbalance 2013, we now 
offer a fully realised experience of the ‘Long Time, No See?’ site specific 
walking/visualisation project for conference users to engage with on a do it yourself 
basis, either before, during or after the event.  ‘Long Time, No See?’ is a new form 
of participatory, environmental futures project, designed for individuals and groups. It 
uses a smartphone APP to guide processes of individual or group walking at any 
chosen location—encouraging walkers to think in radical new ways about how to 
best prepare for ‘stormy’ environmental futures ahead. As part of their personal 
journeys participants’ contribute site-specific micro narratives in the form of texts, 
images and sounds, captured via the APP during the loosely ‘guided’ walk. These 
responses are then uploaded and synthesised into an ever-building audiovisual and 
generative artwork/‘map’ of future-thinking affinities, viewable both online at 
long-time-no-see.org (in Chrome) (and at the same time on a large screen 
visualisations at QUT’s Cube Centre in Brisbane Australia). The artwork therefore 
spans both participants’ mobile devices and laptops. If desired outcomes can also be 
presented publicly in large screen format at the conference. ‘Long Time, No See?’ 
has been developed over the past two years by a team of leading Australian artists, 
designers, urban/environmental planners and programmers. 
 
‘Long Time, No See’s?’ real time visualisation software is programmed to draw 
together covalent ideas in order to evolve an imaginary universe of linked islands, 
set within a audiovisual storm. Common threads between users around ‘foundational 
questions’ of ecology are highlighted and become the basis for online audience’s 
investigative navigations and interactions who are then invited to develop their own 
responses by conducting their own walks, causing the work to grow exponentially. In 
all of these ways the APP and artwork prompt a rich imaging of each participants’ 
relational engagements within the socio-ecological systems of which they are 
innately a part. 
 
The experience of walking with Long Time, No See? therefore offers conference 
participants and the general public powerful opportunities to develop and share their 
thinking around sustainability—demonstrating ‘care’ for the future of their community 
and beyond. 
